
 

 

Kanar Gaming Enterprises, Inc 

Date | time July 17, 2o16 | 1300 | Meeting chaired by C.Jarvis 

Board members 

President – C. Jarvis | Secretary – E.Okonowski | Treasurer – D.Angell | Rep. – M.Kehoe| Rep. – E.Thornburgh  

 Item 

 1. Quorum Check  

1.1. Directors and Officer Seating- 

Seating of Player Representative – Steve Weiss 

1.2. Appointment of Sergeant of Arms- Dan Walker 

1.3. Recording Secretary- Erich Okonowski 

1.4. Take roll 

Craig Jarvis 

Maria Kehoe 

Matt Tatosky 

Tashina Obrecht 

Angelo Aquino 

Marcus Schwimmer 

Dan Walker 

Kylie Joki 

Steve Weiss 

David Angell 

Rob Hubbard 

Nathan Niemi 

Alyssa Short 

Zach Zeid 

 

 2. Standing items 

2.1. Review Agenda 

2.2. Approve the Minutes of the Previous Meeting 

2.3. Approve the Financial Report 

 

3. Special Business 

3.1. Judicial Review Boards 

3.2. KGE Staff Reviews/Appointments 

3.3. Fund Requests 

I, Maria Kehoe, would like to request a $600 budget for the family day. 

spending estimations 

printing-$50 

prizes- $100 

items for activities- $50 

refreshments- $400 

5-0-0 

 4. Principal’s Report 

4.1. General Representative Seat Even Year – Steve Weiss 

The chair is comfy. 

 

4.2. General Representative Seat Odd Year –  Maria Kehoe 

Nothing to report. 

 

4.3. Corporate Secretary 

I feel weeklong was a success.  I also feel with a few minor bumps that Waypoint was also a success.  I 

have been working with Elise Stoliker to help get our SWI’s from all the various staff.  I was informed 
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that the documents on the website have not been updated in some time.  I am working with the media 

staff to correct that issue and hope that after this meeting documents will be on the website for those 

that want to utilize them.   

 

4.4. Corporate Treasurer 

Attendance data is on the back.  It’s going up.  The invite a friend voucher is running well. 

 

4.5. Corporate President 

It has been a busy Kanar season for everyone.  This report will cover a lot of topics in no particular 

order. 

 

There has been some debate on whether or not the burn contributed to our reduced mosquito population 

this year, or if the burn was incidental to the unusually dry summer, and the lack of standing water 

resulting in a lack of mosquito larva.  I am personally happy with the aftereffects of the burn on North 

Module Land from the old NPC Tents to the (former) Ordu campsite.  The ground is much easier to see 

and traverse, and the lack of leaves has allowed a bunch of green ground cover to emerge. 

 

            The GMs have been working on a number of projects to improve short-term and long term game 

health and growth.  We still need more “occasional” NPC-volunteers to become “regular” volunteers, 

and we desperately need more “rarely” and “never” volunteers to become “occasional” or “regular” 

volunteers. 

        

            The PMs have been discussing an upcoming edit to the 2010 Kanar Rulebook.  I have not heard 

if this will be a number of minor edits and clarifications, or if there will be sweeping changes to core 

game mechanics.  I am personally looking forward to page numbers, and a section on weapon 

construction.  I am also pushing for short and simple instructional videos, like, “How to call damage,” 

and “How to safely use the Backstab rogue attack.”  These 1-5 minutes videos would mean all new 

players (and veterans in need of a refresher) would be getting the same training every time, and possibly 

before ever setting foot on the Kanar field.  

 

            The CBDs are doing an excellent job, as always.  I still feel that job should be heavily automated 

by the implementation of character database on the backend of our website, but my views are in the 

minority. 

 

            BLDs have done a stellar job with building new roads and structures.  I am a fan of the 

Bavarian/Tudor White-with-Brown-Trim look, so I am very pleased with the new safety structure, which 

I am calling the Chiurgeonry.  After Weeklong this year, the field was the cleanest I’ve seen it in ages. 

 

            Safety Staff have had their work cut out for them this year.  Multiple mild and a few more 

serious injuries have affected our members during events, and the Staff and the SRT have made safety 

calls on weather, buildings, natural hazards, and footwear.  I will remind the membership now that safety 
is paramount to KGE, and no one gets to argue with safety rulings on the field.  If you think a ruling is 

arbitrary, unfair, capricious, or ridiculous, you might be right, but the proper time to discuss that is with 

the safety director, after the event. 

 

            QMs are doing a superb job organizing our garb and props, and accepting donations as needed to 

improve our stores.  I have only good things to say about the QM Department. 

 

            The Media Team has been busy working on several projects, and there have been several real-life 

changes including two weddings and some family tragedy.  The Board has instructed the Media Team to 

start preparing for a new website, which is still in the design and prototype stages.  Our social media 

presence has met or exceeded my expectations, and I hope that our Media Staff will continue to perform 

with their current degree of diligence. 

 

            The Board thanks Eric Thornburgh for his service these last two years, and wishes him well in 

his recently-married life. The Board welcomes Steve Weiss into our somewhat-august company, and I 

look forward to working with him to improve all of KGE’s and Kanar’s processes and amenities. 

 

 5. KGE Staff Reports 
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5.1. Quartermaster 

QM has had a couple work days.  Projects are progressing forward.  SOP functions are being done. 

 

5.2. Safety Director 

Waiting on getting a report on Dan Holland’s ankle. 

 

5.3. Media Director 

Media is doing well.  We have a few projects we are catching up on.  We have our list.  Please let me 

know if we have anything further. 

 

5.4. Building and Land Director 

The work weekends held in Jun 2016 allowed a lot of things to be accomplished.  

Finished graveling main trail, and grading it. 

Graveled aprox 100’ from main trail towards module land. 

Install road borders, graveled, and graded low trail from town to Mahala Rom, and a few spots between 

Mahala Rom and Bein Amar. 

Finish staining all wood in Alladine. 

Stained the tipsy mouse facia. 

Removed a lot of misc debris from around the field and either burned it, threw it away, or moved to 

designated storage area. 

Cleaned up destroyed tent in Dog Tent area. 

Safety structure is 75% complete. 

Made minor repairs to the stockade. 

Used the Bobcat to push the edges of parking lot back more. To allow cars to pull farther into spots 

Cut brush and branches back along main trail, low trail, and the trail to tribe, and around town. 

The BLD staff would sincerely like to thank all of the houses and players who made sure that their 

camps were cleared of pallets and construction debris. We realize that many of our players felt that this 

decision was an undue hardship upon them. All houses and camps except one, got the work requested 

done by the deadline. The one camp that did not is SilverMaple Inn. I have communicated with Wilm 

pierson and other members of Silvermein and advised them that they have until the July event to take 

care of this issue or they will not receive XP for the July event. This is accordance with BLD policy 

2015-2.  They were not held to the standard for the June event because the dumpster was filled at the 

end of the event.  

We have heard that there has been some debate as to whether or not the BLD staff has the ability to 

deny XP. I will point out that the policy that grants us this power was created in 2015. And was a 

change from previous BLD policy that allowed the entire field to be declared trashed and all players 

denied XP. BLD policy 2015-2 is a far more fair policy and holds only those players responsible for a 

trashed area. The construction and pallet amendment was approved by the BOD at the BOD meeting 

held in may of 2016 and posted at the may event. And didn’t go into effect until the june event, as per 

requested in the SOP’s. If the BOD strips the BLD staff of our ability to hold those responsible for 

transgressions then as has been proven in the past and even for the past year people and houses will do 
nothing. And the property will return to the state it was in prior to july 2015. 

We are currently working with Tim Schaefer on relocating his structure to a different location, one that 

is at the entrance to Ilveresh proper. Lady Kali has spoken with the members of house mallard and the 

bardic college and both groups have agreed to building inside ilveresh proper instead of having their 

camps towards the end of low trail. 

We would like to make sure that every player understands that they must have approval of the BLD 

staff before moving any structure or area such as the graveyard that is upon KGE property. We will be 

placing a notice of a new BLD policy stating this at the July event. 

We would like to inform the BOD that it is our belief that if XP rewards for attending work days or 

donating to the BLD is cut, that decision will have an immediate and noticeable impact on how much 

gets done. As of the june event signouts there are only 4 people who have maxed out xp from the BLD 

staff. It is our staffs firm belief that we should not only remove the cap, but we should also figure out 

other ways for KGE to reward the players who help out. Xp literaly costs KGE nothing and that is why 

we support it as the best reward. 

After speaking with Kiel Ried of Waypoint there are a few things I would like to bring up.  

1. The details of the contract that impacted my staff and the BODs needs of us were never 

communicated to us. 

2. Kiel would like in the future a pre event walkthrough also an end of event walkthrough  with 
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the waypoint staff and a KGE staff member.  I feel as if his request is a smart decision for both 

KGE and waypoint. The issue I have with this, is I don’t think that the BLD staff has the time 

to do this. Honestly I have spent 21 days working on the field since april and the rest of my 

staff isn’t very far behind me. With waypoint east possibly renting the property for 3 or 4 

events a year, that’s an extra 8 days we have to be out there as BLD.  

3. If KGE Is going to continue to rent to waypoint east we need to make sure that the porta poties 

and dumpster are emptied the week prior to their event.  

4. We will have the after event walkthough for waypoint report submitted by the end of the day 

today.  

We will be submitting another list of materials that is needed to finish the projects that were approved at 

the May BOD meeting. 

 

 6. Committee Reports 
I, Maria Kehoe, would like to request to organize a committee comprised of Jen Blair, Eric 
Thornburg, and myself to organize a family day event for KGE to take place on the KGE property 
on a yet to be determined date. 
Acclamation, no dissent, passes 

 7. Game Staff Reports 

7.1. K1 - Character Book Director 

No changes and lots of work. 

 

7.2. K1 - Play Master 

Current list of Play Master staff: 

 

PM1 Nathan Niemi 

PM2 Leigh 

PM Staff Dan Weiler 

PM Staff James Fragomeni 

PM Staff Eric Hitt 

PM Staff Tim Schafer 

Advisory PM Brandon Burns 

 

I located a "New Player’s Guide to Kanar and LARP" that was posted by Alexander Nicholas on Monday, 

October 3, 2011 at 10:04am and it seems to be a fine basis for our purposes, perhaps with a few small 

adjustments. Due to scheduling conflicts (a wedding) and other personal issues, the New Player Committee 

has been unable to fully discuss its implementation. 

 

I was able to attend the inaugural WayPoint LARP East, held on the KGE lands, and will be reviewing the 

experience for comparison and perspective. 

  

Prior to the printing of the the 2010 Rulebook, there was a section detailing that in order to identify a 

substance, a character must use Alchemy and spend time examining to determine its composition (ie. Potion, 

toxin, Alchemy) and after scouring the 2010 and 2014 Rulebooks, no reference was found that indicates 

specifically how an Alchemy, Herb, Potion, or Toxin may be identified. 

As the previous Mechanic has been removed, it would be sensible that a character able to craft/create a 

substance would obviously be able to identify the variety of things that can be made with their skill. An 

Herbalist knows Herbs (by way of being able to craft them and having the appropriate Lore), an Alchemist 

knows Alchemies, a Potion maker would know enough of all 3 as such knowledges are pre-requisites of 

being able to create Potions.   

 

Role-playing of the examination is highly encouraged. 

 

In order for a character to be able to Create Toxins, one is required to be able to Handle Toxins (which 

requires Poison Lore) and would therefore be able to identify a Toxin/Poison that has been crafted as 

Characters with Poison Lore "are familiar with the base components of various poisons. This skill may be 

used with the Appraisal skill to more accurately appraise toxins. This does not grant the ability to detect an 

active Toxin, nor does it allow them to develop a recipe, as there is already a Mechanic in place for breaking 

down a sample (Alchemy or Toxin) in order to develop one. 

 

Through the use of the Appraisal skill "When used with an appropriate lore skill or profession, that character 
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is able to make a much more precise estimate of the worth of the item." and one would assume that in order 

to Appraise an item, it would be identified. 

 

The staff will be working on simplifying the wording and reducing redundancies over the course of the year.  

 

The question has arisen regarding what may or may not be used in conjunction with a Shield. The use of a 

short spear has been proving effective through recent testing. As this relates to additional areas involving the 

usage and definitions of Polearms and Great/Two Handed Weapons (and the inconsistent wording between 

skill listing and weapon classification chart, ie. Two-Handed Mace and Great Mace) it will require further 

discussion and testing. 

 

The PM staff is considering the intent and purpose of Bastard Sword being usable with One hand (if not 

available for use with an off-hand weapon, likely intended for use with a Shield in the opposite hand). 

Regardless of realism or whether or not their character is skilled in the use of a weapon, if a player is 

unsafely using any physical representation, they are breaking the rules. 

 

I was asked by a number of players to look into a series of occurrences that happened during the Weeklong 

event and after assessing information from multiple sources have determined that assumptions and 

miscommunication were the primary cause for concern. The GM is not obligated to inform players or their 

characters when they have made incorrect assumptions 

 

Submission for Rulebook Update: 

 

The Level 8 Earth/Negative Spell "Curse" 

Has Range/Area of Effect: Thrown/One Target 

and should now read as follows: 

 

 

Curse 

Type: Offensive 

Duration: Infinite 

Element/Energy: Earth/Negative 

Range/Area of Effect: Thrown/One Target 

Description: A character under the effects of this spell 

will take 2 additional points of damage from any attack 

that inflicts damage. In addition, the cursed character 

tends to suffer from bad luck and misfortune 

– when a character has been cursed, the player should 

inform the GM staff at his earliest convenience. 

7.3. K1 - Game Master 

Event ratings are rating high.  Over average of 8 for the June event.  Lots of new players.  New sign out 
form is almost done.  Like to submit it to the web staff.  One person removed from field for cheating.  

NPC’ing still lacking.   

 

 8. Old Business 

  

 

 9. New Business 

Proposal 2016/07/17 –1 (Anonymous) 

I, who shall be anonymous, would like to propose the following to the KGE Board of Directors: 

 

Tiered Membership 

 

As Kanar Gaming Enterprises (KGE) grows, it has time and again, dealt with the challenges of 

providing an immersive experience during events for all playermembers. These challenges have been met with 

a strong volunteer workforce, as well as strategic cash investments. As the demand for land, governance, and 

game improvements grows, these challenges are getting more difficult to overcome with the limited monthly 
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cashflow, and volunteering. I propose the following tiers of membership to allow for KGE to grow and improve 

on the Kanar experience. The membership structure would break down between paid playermembers, as well as 

volunteer playermembers. Each is equally valuable as a part of enhancing the Kanar experience, and should not 

be taken as such. 

 

 

Membership 

Name Yearly Fee Event Fee (9x) Membership Total 

   (yearly) 

    

Standard $20.00 $20.00 $200.00 

    

Silver $30.00 $25.00 $255.00 

    

Mithril $40.00 $30.00 $310.00 

    

Epic Hero $50.00 $35.00 $365.00 

    

 

The incentives for the tiered membership would be as follows, as a paid playermember, these incentives 

would be paid out at the 1st event of the season. For volunteer playermembers, these incentives get paid out 

upon the completion of their hours: 

 

Membership 

Name Membership Incentive 

  

Standard 50 silver, 1 tag 

  

Silver 100 silver, 2 tags 

  

Mithril 200 silver, 2 tags (1 mastercrafted tag) 

  

Epic Hero 500 silver, 3 tags (1 mastercrafted tag) 

 

This proposal would also like to recognize the fact that not everyone will have the ability to pay for the 

different tiers of membership; in as such, this proposal recommends the trade of volunteer time for tiers of 

membership. The volunteer time must be approved by the BLD for BLDcertified projects. The incentives for 

the volunteer playermembers will be paid out at the event following the completion of their volunteerhours 

 

Membership Name Volunteer Hours (per Season) 

  

Standard 32 hours 

  

Silver 36 hours 

  

Mithril 40 hours 

  

Epic Hero 44 hours 
   
 

0-5-0 

Champion: __EO__ CJ: __N___ EO: __N__ DA: __N___ MK: ___N__ SW: ___N__ (FAILS ) 
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Proposal 2016/07/17 –2 (Shane Cantrell) 

I, Shane Cantrell, propose a restructuring of K1 Dues and adding a requirement to NPC for players who 

wish to purchase skills: 

I would recommend 3 levels of K1 dues: 

1.) No requirement dues would grant players the right to bypass NPCing to purchase new skills. 

2.) Normal Dues would require players to NPC 1 hour per event for every skill their character wishes to learn 

with a maximum of 8 skills per event. 

3.) NPC Only Dues allows a player to earn XP for a character but they are unable to purchase skills until they 

attend an event and pay either Normal or No Requirement Dues. 

No Requirement Dues - $40 per event, $400 Season Pass 

Normal Dues - $20 per event, $200 Season Pass 

NPC Only Dues – Free, May not play a PC during event. 

These modifications to dues and how players may purchase skills will not affect the requirement of NPCing to 

max out at an event. The maximum attendance XP of 6 per day will remain intact and the player will still be 

required to NPC to take advantage of all the XP available at an event. The rulebook should be updated to reflect 

this requirement and appropriate POL and SOP’s should be modified. 

0-5-0 

Champion: __CJ__ CJ: __N___ EO: _N___ DA: __N___ MK: __N___ SW: ___N__ (FAILS) 
 
7 minute recess 5-0-0 at 2:00 
 

Proposal 2016/07/17 –3 (Maria Kehoe) 

I Maria Kehoe purpose the following addition to KGE-POL-002  Smoking 

Smoking is not allowed within 30 feet of the check in shed or Quarter Master shed. 

5-0-0 

Champion: ____ CJ: __Y___ EO: __Y__ DA: __Y___ MK: __Y___ SW: __Y___ (PASS) 

 

Proposal 2016/07/17 –4 (Maria Kehoe) 

I Maria Kehoe purpose the following addition to KGE-POL-002  Smoking 

Smoking in the parking lot shall take place in a person’s vehicle or posted designated smoking area at least 100 

feet away from the entrance to the field. 

1-4-0, MK-SW/EO/DA/CJ 

Champion: ____ CJ: __N___ EO: __N__ DA: __N___ MK: ___Y__ SW: __N___ (FAILS) 

 

CJ – Moves to declare weeklong 2016 trashed and suspend XP gain for that event, no second, dies 

 

Proposal 2016/07/17 –5 (Maria Kehoe) 

I Maria Kehoe propose the following 

The addition of two more Player Representative seats on the Board of Directors odd and even years respectively. 

0-5-0 

Champion: ____ CJ: __N___ EO: __N__ DA: __N___ MK: __N___ SW: ___N__ (FAILS) 

 

Proposal 2016/07/17 –6 (Erich Okonowski) 

I, Erich Okonowski, propose to amend KGE SOP 5.2.1 bullet point 5 

Not be overruled by any other authority in KGE for making any determination in regard to safety except (in 

hierarchical order), the Safety Director’s 2nd/rest of the Safety Director Assistant team, the Safety Director, or a 

BOD Member the Board of Directors. 

 

EO – Amend proposal to read “Not be overruled by any other authority in KGE for making any determination in 

regard to safety except by in hierarchal order from top to bottom, the Safety Director , the Safety Director 2nd, a 

member of the Safety Director Staff, and a member of the Safety Response Team.”  5-0-0 

5-0-0 

Champion: ____ CJ: __Y___ EO: __Y__ DA: __Y___ MK: ___Y__ SW: ___Y__ (PASS) 
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Proposal 2016/07/17 –6 (Erich Okonowski) 

I, Erich Okonowski, propose to amend KGE SOP 5.2.1 bullet point 4 

Make rulings to avoid unsafe emergency situations. 

2-3-0, EO/SW- DA/CJ/MK-0 

Champion: ____ CJ: __N___ EO: __Y__ DA: ___N__ MK: __N___ SW: __Y___ (FAILS) 
 

 10. General Discussion 
Discussion on ways to help get more NPCs. 
Talking about sashes 
Use of land for photography by a photographer. 
Discussion on the paying of membership with dues. 
 
President stuff: 
PM – make sure minutes of new player committee. 
GM – Make sure can still play for free with dedicated NPC.  Maybe NPC requests with Between Events. 
GM/QM – Please find ways that stuff can be used. 
GM – What do you need to make a new NPC camp in Brisbane?  Looking into options 
Tags for being a NPC. 
PM – Get with CBD/GM to get endorsement on changes to rulebook. 
PM – any on field rulings?  Make sure they are recorded. 
CBD – How’s the database going? 
BLD – Get priority list out. 
QM – publish donation list? 
QM – how are NPC weapons?  (good) 
 
Might have another New Player Guide found. 

 

3:38 11. Adjournment  
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Statement of Activities 
July 1, 2016 

            Financial Statements in U.S. Dollars 

                 7/1/2016   2/1/2016   2/1/2015   2/1/2014   

Revenue   

        
  

  Membership Dues 

  

 $        2,160.00  

 

$2,860.00  

 

$2,440.00  

 

$3,360.00    

  Program Fees      $        9,739.75    

$16,549.0

0    $14,500.81    

$18,690.0

0    

  Non-Member Income 

  

 $           300.00  

 

$180.00  

 

$635.00  

 

$400.00    

  Contribution      $           730.10    $1,025.00    $0.00    $0.00    

      Total Revenue 

  

$12,929.85  

 

$20,614.0

0  

 

$17,575.81  

 

$22,450.0

0    

  

          
  

Expenses   

        
  

  Operating Expense 

 

 $        1,611.26  

 

$794.36  

 

$4,265.80  

 

$5,695.38    

  Utility Expense      $        1,985.50    $2,826.62    $3,567.80    $2,993.97    

  Maintenance Expense 

 

 $        1,695.10  

 

$554.17  

 

$2,433.75  

 

$3,379.70    

  Insurance Expense    $                  -      $1,413.52    $1,413.52    $2,152.00    

  Paypal Expense 

 

 $           297.85  

 

$355.61  

 

$264.91  

 

$399.83    

  Winter Feast Expense    $                  -      $2,241.09    $3,972.96    $2,618.13    

  Depreciation Expense 

 

 $           352.72  

 

$755.67  

 

$558.48  

 

$126.33    

  Tax Expense      $                  -      $1,202.36    $2,451.71    $1,190.00    

      Total Expenses 

  

$5,942.43  

 

$10,143.4

0  

 

$18,928.93  

 

$18,555.3

4    

  

          
  

      Net Operating Income 

  

$6,987.42  

 

$10,470.6

0  

 

($1,353.12) 

 

$3,894.66    

  

          
  

Other Income 

        
  

  Gain (Loss) on Sale of Assets     $0.00    $0.00    $0.00    $0.00    

      Total Other Income 

  

$0.00  

 

$0.00  

 

$0.00  

 

$0.00    

  

          
  

      Net Income (Loss) 

  

$6,987.42  

 

$10,470.6

0  

 

($1,353.12) 

 

$3,894.66    
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7/1/2016 2/1/2016 2/1/2015 2/1/2014

Assets

Cash 29,268.33$      $23,887.49 $13,448.83 $18,409.15

Accounts Receivable -$                 $40.00 $0.00 $0.00

Props $1,580.15 $1,580.15 $1,580.15 $1,504.10

Equipment $4,545.66 $3,700.77 $3,398.41 $1,630.00

Building $3,815.00 $2,815.00 $2,315.00 $0.00

  Less: Accumulated Depreciation ($1,951.43) ($1,598.71) ($843.04) ($290.78)

Land $44,500.00 $44,500.00 $44,500.00 $44,500.00

    Total Assets $81,757.71 $74,924.70 $64,399.35 $65,752.47

Liabilities

Unearned Revenue -$                 $54.75 $0.00 $0.00

Accounts Payable $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Other Long-Term Debt $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

    Total Liabilities $0.00 $54.75 $0.00 $0.00

    Total Net Assets $81,757.71 $74,869.95 $64,339.35 $65,752.47

Total Liabilities and Net Assets $81,757.71 $74,924.70 $64,339.35 $65,752.47

Financial Statements in U.S. Dollars

Net Assets

July 1, 2016

Statement of Financial Position

PNC $9,827.37

PayPal $17,463.61

Cash-or-Equivalent $1,977.35
Total Cash $29,268.33

Budgets Balance Limit Funds Balance

President 200.00 200.00 Maintenance 2,737.68

Secretary 200.00 200.00 Pest Control 300.00

Treasurer 158.81 200.00 Trail Repair 649.84

Even Year Rep. 100.00 100.00 Perscribed Burn 3,500.00

Odd Year Rep. 100.00 100.00 - 0.00

- 0.00

- 0.00

BLD 0.00 200.00 - 0.00

Safety 100.00 100.00 Fund's Total 7,187.52

Web 100.00 100.00

QM 250.00 200.00

GM1 200.00 200.00

PM1 50.00 50.00

CBD1 50.00 50.00

Budget's Total 1,508.81 1,700.00

Total Earmarked 8,696.33

Balances
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1 2 Year Avg

Attended 93 94 108 119 117 106

Signed In 82 92 105 118 116 103

Paid 90 80 107 97

Trial Events 17 3 10 I---------> 8 10 38

136

Member 

Total

109

Attendance Data

March April May

Jun

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov

{total:132}


	Board members

